We introduce the discrete p-Schrödinger operator L p,ω and solve the following p-Schrödinger equation:
§1. Introduction
Many fields of our life can be expressed by using network structures, for example, nervous systems, organizations, global economies, food webs, molecules, internet webs and so on, which phenomena are represented by mathematical equations containing a discrete Laplacian on networks. So studying these phenomena has attracted great attention from many researchers in various fields. Especially, a number of authors ( [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] and [6] ) have studied the direct problems such as Dirichlet and Neunann boundary value problems.
In the paper [5] , the authors introduced another approach on studying the direct problems with a linear operator, called by the Laplacian Δ ω on networks. To prove the solvability of direct problems on networks, they first adapted discrete analogues of some notions on vector calculus such as integration, directional derivative, gradient and Laplacian, and they showed some fundamental properties, for example maximum principle, Green's theorem on graphs.
But most of phenomena on networks are not expressed by linear equations because they usually have various and complicated interconnections governed by their intrinsic characteristics. To make up for these point, in [7] , the second and third author defined a nonlinear p-Laplacian Δ p,ω , which generalizes the Laplacian Δ ω on networks, and showed the existence of solution of the Poisson equation and the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary value problems containing of the form −Δ p,ω u(x) = f (x).
Moreover, they introduced the typical eigenvalue problem for the p-Laplacian.
In this paper, we discuss a nonlinear p-Schrödinger operator L p,ω , which is a generalization of the p-Laplacian defined as follows:
where x is a vertex of graphs and q is a function on graphs. The main concerns of this paper are to solve the eigenvalue problem and to show the existence of solutions of the following equation
for all vertices x in a graph. We organized this paper as follows: first, we study vector calculus on graphs by recalling the paper [7] and define the p-Schrödinger operator in section 2. In section 3, we deal with the typical eigenvalue problem for the p-Schrödinger operator. Especially, after we find the smallest eigenvalue, we discuss the properties of an eigenfunction corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue. Finally, in section 4, we first prove some properties which are very useful to prove our main results, and then we show the equivalent conditions to make the smallest eigenvalue a positive number. Moreover, it guarantee the existence of solutions of the equation (1.1).
§2. Preliminaries
In this section, we start with the graph theoretic notions frequently used throughout this paper.
By a graph G = G(V, E) we mean a finite set V (G) (or simply V ) of vertices with a set E(G) (or simply E), a subset of V × V whose elements are called edges. By {x, y} ∈ E or x ∼ y we mean that two vertices x and y are joined by an edge. Conventionally used, we denote by x ∈ V or x ∈ G the fact that x is a vertex in G.
A graph G is said to be simple if it has neither multiple edges nor loops, and a graph G is said to be connected if for every pair of vertices x and y, there exists a sequence (termed a path) of vertices
Through this paper, all the graphs in our concerns are assumed to be simple and connected graph.
A weight on a graph
In particular, a weight function ω satisfying
is called the standard weight on G. A graph associated with a weight is said to be a weighted graph or network. The degree of a vertex x, denoted by d ω x, is defined to be
Throughout this paper, a function on a graph is understood as a function defined just on the set of vertices of the graph. The integration of a function
for x ∈ G, and the p-gradient ∇ p,ω of a function f is defined to be
In particular, in the case of p = 2, we write simply
and for a given function q :
In what follows, p is always assumed to be a real number bigger than one.
The next theorem proved in the paper [7] by S.-Y. Chung and J.-H. Kim.
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a network. Then for any pair of functions
f : G → R and h : G → R, we have 2 G h(−Δ p,ω f ) = G ∇ ω h · ∇ p,ω f.
§3. Eigenvalue Problems for p-Schrödinger Operators
In this section, we deal with a real number λ such that the following equation
has a non-zero solution where q : G → R is a function on a graph G. We call it the typical eigenvalue problem for the p-Schrödinger operator because if we have a non-zero solution u and a real number λ satisfying the equation (3.1), then for any α ∈ R, αu and λ also satisfy the equation (3.1).
The following lemma is very useful result to prove the eigenvalue problem for the p-Schrödinger operators.
Lemma 3.1.
Let f : R n → R be a function defined by for all i and let for any α ∈ R, B α be a set defined by
Then we have the followings. (i)
There exists x ∈ R n such that f (x) = 0.
(ii) If there exists x ∈ R n such that f (x ) > 0, then for any α > 0 and c i > 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, the set B α is non-empty and the function
is non-empty and the function
n . For the unit vector e k whose k-th element is 1 and the others are zero,
Thus
But for the vector 1 := (1, 1, · · · , 1),
Since a ij ≥ 0 and some of a ij is not non-zero, f (1) = 0. This is in contradiction with the assumption.
Thus B α is non-empty. We now show that the function
where O is the origin, there exists y on the line connecting O and x 0 such that f (y) = α. Thus y ∈ B α . Now we define a set A x 0 as follows
Since g is strictly convex and g has a minimum at O,
Thus g has a minimum on
for any x ∈ A c x 0 , g has a minimum on B α . (iii) can be done in the similar way as (ii).
We now state and prove the eigenvalue problem for the p-Schrödinger operator.
Theorem 3.1.
Let q : G → R be a function. Then there exists a nonzero solution u such that
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.1 (i) that there exists
We first assume that G
two functionals 
and
Hence h 0 (x) = 0 for all x in G. Therefore
On the other hand, if G
it is proved by the similar way as the above so that the proof is done.
From now on, a real number λ is called an eigenvalue and a non-zero function φ is called an eigenfunction corresponding to λ for the p-Schrödinger operator if a real number λ and a non-zero function φ satisfy the eigenvalue problem for the p-Schrödinger operator.
We obtain the following result that gives the existence of the smallest eigenvalue for the p-Schrödinger operators. The case p = 2 is classical.
Lemma 3.2.
Let q : G → R be a function and let λ 0 be defined by
Then there exists a non-zero function
Moreover, φ 0 is an eigenfunction associated with the eigenvalue λ 0 .
Proof. Note that
Since the set {φ :
Define for any x ∈ G, a function δ x : G → R as following
Take any x 0 ∈ G, then G |φ 0 + tδ x 0 | p = 0 for all t ∈ (−1, 1) and 1) . 1) . The right-hand side is continuously differentiable with respect to t and equal to zero at t = 0. Thus
Since the above equations hold for arbitrary x 0 ∈ G, we have
By Lemma 3.2, we know that there exists the smallest eigenvalue for the p-Schrödinger operator. We denote the smallest eigenvalue λ 0 and it's eigenfunction φ 0 .
The following two results guarantee the existence of an eigenfunction φ 0 satisfying φ 0 (x) > 0, x ∈ G.
Theorem 3.2.
Let q : G → R be a function. There exists a non-zero solution u satisfying
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.2, there exists a non-zero solution u satisfying (3.2). Let u
we have
Moreover by the definition of λ 0 ,
It follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that
It follows from Lemma 3.2 that 
The assumption u(x 0 ) = 0 implies
Hence u(y) = 0 for all y ∼ x 0 . Take any y ∼ x 0 . By repeating the above process, we conclude u(z) = 0 for each z ∼ y. Since G is a connected graph, u(x) = 0 for all x ∈ G. §4.
A Characterization of Positive Solutions
For given functions q : G → R and f : G → R, the following equation If we assume q ≡ 0 and f ≡ −1 on G then it is easily seen that there is no solution satisfying the p-Schrödinger equation. Accordingly, the main goal in this section is to find equivalent conditions which guarantee the existence of the solution of the p-Schrödinger equation.
The following results are very useful to prove our main theorem.
f equals 0 if and only if y = xz.
Proof. We show that for any z > 0, f is non-negative on the plane
Hence, for any z > 0, the function f has the same sign on the set {(tx, ty, z) : t > 0}. Therefore it is enough to show that for any z > 0, f is non-negative on the two line segments
First, if z = 1, then we have
On the other hand, for any (x, y) ∈ M z , we obtain
It follows that for any (x, y) ∈ M z , we have Let u be a nonnegative function and v be a positive function on a graph G. Then
Moreover, the equality holds if and only if u ≡ tv for some constant t > 0.
Proof. For any x ∈ G, Finally, we are in a position to state and prove our main result of this paper. 
